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“A Vision”

A Mystery Play by Olivia Robertson

CAST:
WILLIAM SHARP (Late 19th Century attire)
DRUID & DRUIDESS (Robe and mantle, with brooch on shoulder)
ORACLE (veiled)
MARY MacARTHUR
GODDESS BRIGID (Cloak with hood)
CANDIDATE (in white)

(On the altar are three lighted candles, a silver vessel containing a stone, burning incense, a sprig of rosemary and a
crystal ball.)
(Music. Enter the Writer WILLIAM SHARP.)
WILLIAM SHARP: Friends, hearken to the vision of a child who saw the Goddess of sea and wells: “I too have
my memory of the One who as a child I called Star-Eyes, and whom, later I called ‘Banmorair-na-mara,’ the
Lady of the Sea. I was not more than seven when one day, by a well, near a sea-loch in Argyll, just as I was
stooping to drink, my glancing eyes lit on a tall woman standing among a mist of wild hyacinths under three
great sycamores. I stood, looking, as a fawn looks, wide-eyed, unafraid. She did not speak, but she smiled, and
because of the love and beauty in her eyes I ran to her. She stooped and lifted blueness out of the flowers as one
might lift foam out of a pool and I thought she threw it over me. When I was found lying among the hyacinths,
dazed, and, as was thought ill, I asked eagerly after the lady in white and with hair ‘all shiny-gold like
buttercups’.”
(DRUIDESS and DRUID enter the Temple in procession, followed by CANDIDATE for initiation. Music as they enter.)
DRUIDESS: In Eternal Reality, Source of Deity, there is no beginning and no end. When Deity manifests from
the unmanifest Matrix, the Void, Space is created. And where there is Space there is measurement, which is
Time.
For every circle has a point within, from which may be measured stars. And through each star is formed a spiral
which forms myriad spirals. But the informing Mind which creates Space and Time, and stars and spirals, is
Deity. And Deity in order to bring about change divides into Two, Goddess and God. And the Goddess is
Daughter of the Matrix and Space, and the God is the Son of the point of Light and of Time. Through their
mutual Love springs forth Creation. (Music)
Both Goddess and God have two Powers within them in perfect balance. These are the golden Power of Love
and the silver Power of Truth. Their polarity produces the Pantheon of Goddesses and Gods. The two powers,
named Yang and Yin, Positive and Negative, Rajas and Tamas, when in equilibrium produce Peace, Nirvana,
Sattva. But when they are unbalanced they produce movement; they create worlds. Hence there is no harmony
without balance: no creation without action. Both are of divine origin.
DRUID: It is through the love of Goddess and God that Divine harmony will come to the earth. In Eternal
Reality this harmony prevails. It is only in the created worlds that the Goddess and God Modes prevail in
cycles. Both are needed. We have now the honour of being incarnate at the time of the Great Change, when we
move from one Mode to another. Patriarchy is reawakened and softened by the growing influence of the

Mother. Psychic gifts are honoured and valued, not feared. Understanding and intuition support and transform
law enforcement. The earth needs to be regarded as a home to be cared for and loved and shared, not raped as a
possession.
The good that has come from the Great God Mode: law, fine works of art, ethical systems, philosophy, and
above all, the development of the sciences, should benefit all. But now a new humanity is being born, born
through the love and strivings of the old humanity. At such a time we need a bridge, a rainbow bridge,
standing on the threshold of a new age, to guide us into greater harmony. (Music fades if not finished.)
DRUIDESS: Hear the words of Isis: “I am She Who was and is and is to be. Whenever evil prevails over good, I
manifest, in changing form appearing.” Goddess and God come through us and with them comes the Power
Flow of silver and gold light that shall bring the new Aeon into being. It is Brigid Who manifests as Goddess,
Woman and Nature Spirit, as inspiration for the liberation of women.
May the Druid now invoke the Oracle of the Goddess Brigid through her Priestess.
DRUID: Triple Goddess Brigid; Bride, Queen, Enchantress, bring us Thy purity, strength and wisdom! At this
holy Winter Solstice, when the Sun appears lowest in the sky, the stars shine forth in all their glory! We call
upon you to reawaken your sacred flame within us, to be to us a bridge into new light. We open the door of our
hearts to Thee! (Music during entry of Goddess.)
ORACLE: Hard it is to open the door to Truth! It is easier to bask in the warm fire of love in a closed family
circle. To welcome the stranger is dangerous. Your whole lives may be transformed in an instant! In my
Manifestation as the White-veiled Bride, I represent the hidden Truth that lies behind appearances. I call you to
follow Me out of your home into the wilds! I draw you to a stream that flows into the Well of Wisdom at the
World’s End. You must cross the stream in order to reach the mysterious realm of eternal youth, Tir na nOg.
You take one shoe off and place your foot in the water. At that moment you are between two worlds, the
material and the spiritual. You see with the Eye of Vision. You are reborn!
When you reach the other side, you face Me as Queen. From Me you learn, with your Eye of Light, to transform
your own future, and in so doing, to change the world! You may safely travel during night across the stream as
long as you return at day as the swan returns to its nest after long flights. So though in a mortal body, you shall
shine forth as an immortal Spirit.
At last you reach the Well of Truth, which is both its matrix and its source. Here you meet Me as an ancient
woman, hooded in a black cloak. Many dread Me in this form, for I am Death. But as I throw back my hood you
see no skull, but rather the Enchantress Who has guided you through many incarnations! You gaze at the still
water of the Well and you understand the meaning of all suffering and evil; love and joy. And in this
understanding you awaken the Eye of Truth within you. I smile and I embrace you. (Goddess withdraws to
music: “Ar Eirinn Ni Neosfainn Ce Hi”.)
DRUID: Companions, we are assembled to open the Eye of Truth dormant within us. The Rishis of India
describe this lotus as white with two petals. The Goddess presiding over the lotus of Command, Ajna, is the
Shakti Hakini.
DRUIDESS: Hakini is white with six faces each with three eyes, has six arms and is enthroned on a white lotus.
Her mind is pure. Above Her is Atma, Spirit, manifesting as lightning. Around this lotus is a Light which by its
own lustre makes visible all worlds. Around Ajna in its cosmic manifestation is a space bright with the
brilliance of ten million suns.

DRUID: Hakini has as a Sister the White Goddess of the Western Isles, Brigid, Daughter of the Goddess Dana.
Let us receive water from Bride Who presides over all springs and wells.
DRUIDESS: Come forth! (anoints the brow of the Candidate with water from silver vessel) May the Light of Truth
shine within you! (offers incense and makes sign of Aquarius with wand)
I invoke the Triple Goddess Bride, Protector of animals, Goddess of rivers and wells; Brigid, Druidess of Poetry,
Crafts and Arts, and Brigantia, Warrior Queen of Fire! (Music fades/ends)
DRUID: I invoke the God of Wisdom, Manannan of Atlantis!
Harken to the words of the Writer, William Sharp, of how prophecy was given to a poet of Scotland, in the late
Victorian age.
THE PROPHECY OF BRIGID
SHARP: One day, on the Isle of Iona, by the haven of Port-na-Churaich, I came upon the poet Mary MacArthur.
She was resting on a granite ledge, an old woman worn out with picking up driftwood from the shore. Behold!
This is what she told me. (Writer stands aside.)
(Enter Mary MacArthur wearily picking up sticks. Music: “Ar Eirinn Ni Neosfainn Ce Hi”)
MARY: Weary work it is, picking up sticks on this cold sea-shore! Heavy is the burden on my old shoulders,
bent under my sack.
(Enter Goddess as Lady, hooded and cloaked. She picks up the sticks and throws them into the sea.)
MARY: What will you be doing, Lady, throwing away my kindling that keeps life in my old bones?
GODDESS: ‘Tis your sorrows I’m throwing away.
MARY: It is glad of that I am, for it is many of them I have.
GODDESS: You shall have peace, Mairi nic Ruaridh Donn, and great joy, and your songs and your beauty will
never die!
MARY: It is only an Aisling you are…. A dream and a vision!
GODDESS: No! And by the same token, I’ll tell you the song you were singing down there on the shore: “O
Manannan God of the Sea, fill the sea-wave with store of good weed, to feed the soil that will give us food.”
MARY: Ah my heart is fearful – yet filled with gladness!
GODDESS: (throws back her hood) I am Brigid!
MARY: (falling to her knees) You are the fair Foster Mother of Christ!
GODDESS: I am older than Brigid of the Mantle, Maire, and it is you that should know that! I put songs and
music on the wind before ever the bells of the chapel were rung. I am Brigid of Many Names and I am older
than Aona and I am as old as Luan. I preside over the three heavens of Tir na nOg. And I have been a breath in
your heart. The day shall dawn that will see Me coming into the hearts of men and women like a flame upon

dry grass, like a flame of wind in a great wood. For the Time of Change is at hand. When you come to us you
shall see all things in the pools of life yonder. (Music fades)
MARY: Sweeter is Thy voice than the sweetest lute. (Exeunt Goddess Brigid and Mary)
WILLIAM SHARP: There come to me words from a poem by Mary MacArthur: “O burning soul, can hills of ice
assuage this burning fire?” I believe that we are close upon a great and deep spiritual change; I believe a new
redemption is even now conceived of the Divine Spirit in the human heart. Who shall save us anew shall come
divinely as Woman. That woman forlorn and poor in her old age is loved by Brigid the White, Who even yet
may use the voice of Mary MacArthur to lead the wild trumpets of Revelation! (Exit William Sharp)
END OF PROPHECY
DRUID: (to Candidate) What do you feel from this account?
CANDIDATE: I accept its truth in my heart. My intellect blocks my inner vision. I long to awaken the Eye of
Truth as did that poet.
DRUID: To do so, you need to make a visionary journey to the planet Neptune! We need to create a shining
sphere around us, so forming the ship of Cesara in the ether. (Music)
(Movement to indicate a luminous sphere in the ether. Druidess holds up a large crystal sphere and turns upon the spot to
signify a vision of Cesara.)
DRUIDESS: We have as guide Cesara, who escaped the deluge that sank Atlantis. She reached Ireland,
bringing with her in her ship the ancestor of all the tribes of Europe! Lo, she stands before us, a woman of over
six foot, in saffron mantle, and she holds a trident. She tells us to be seated in a circle and to shut our eyes, and
see through the Third Eye. We may see rainbow colours which begin to form pictures. The floor of our Temple
falls away beneath us …… our ship rises into the sky like a swan ……. Faster than light we dart by the moon …..
by Mars, the Asteroids, Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus….. Our ship slows down as we approach Neptune.
HY BRASIL, HEAVEN OF LOST WORLDS
We have reached the moon Nereid that follows a wide leisurely orbit around Neptune. Here is the etheric
Heaven of Lost Worlds, Hy Brasil, presided over by the Goddess Dana and the God Manannan of Atlantis. See
before us a great granite dolmen! (Fade music here if you wish)
DRUID: Hear the Vision of Dana that came to John Doran, seventh son of a seventh son, the Seer of Tinahely in
County Wicklow. On the 8th of August 1984 John told Olivia Robertson: “I am in a grassy dell and around me
are spotted deer. But the grass is withering and there is rusty wire. I must go in the opposite direction, up a hill.
I climb up a rocky path that reaches the sky. On the hill-top is a Woman with a face as bright as the sun and She
is surrounded by Light. Her arms are outstretched to me. By Her is a white greyhound. She has snake bracelets
on her arms and jewels on Her gold dress. Her silver mantle has a white lining. Her hair is braided with jewels
and Her crown is of white and pale pink roses, and there are roses at Her feet. She is so beautiful! I am shown
four letters: D A N A. She opens two long cylinders and I read: ‘Go on. Do well. Preach My Name. I am
Queen of the whole earth’!”
DRUIDESS: Pass through the dolmen, that with the Eye of Vision you may gather the treasures of the past
Golden Age. (Candidate contemplates…brief pause) It is time for us to return to the ship. What have you learnt?

CANDIDATE: Now I see that we do not need to lament loss, because all that is wonderful, beautiful and noble
is eternal. So I can now enjoy the present!
DRUIDESS: Cesara smiles and gives you a sprig of rosemary. (Music.)
DRUID: Let us return to our ship . . . Now we are approaching the most odd moon, Triton! Whereas nearly all
planets and moons move one way, Triton moves in a contrary right-hand orbit around Neptune. Here is the
astral Heaven of Tir na nOg, that holds the future.
DRUIDESS: (to Candidate) Harken to the word of Aeon, AE, Bard of Eire, explaining why he avoided opening
the Eye of Light.
DRUID: “Once at the apex of meditation, I awoke that fire in myself of which the ancients have written, and it
ran up like lightning along the spinal cord, and my body rocked with the power of it, and I seemed to be
standing in a fountain of flame, and there were fiery pulsations as of wings around my head, and a musical
sound not unlike the clashing of cymbals with every pulsation; and if I had remembered the ancient wisdom I
might have opened the eye which searches infinitude….. woe to him who awakens it before he has purified his
being into selflessness”.
DRUIDESS: Our ship is floating before a crystal dolmen, gateway to Tir na nOg. Turquoise blue rays of light
come through its aperture. This Heaven is protected by The Morrigan with Her Single Eye of Prophecy, and Her
Husband, the Dagda of the Cauldron of future bounty. Enter therein, that with the Eye of Light you may know
the future! We shall be with you.
(Candidate passes through the crystal dolmen, which Druid and Druidess form as an arch. Allow the music to finish if
possible.)
DRUIDESS: Let us return! What have you discovered?
CANDIDATE: I see that the Past is the root, the Present is the tree and the Future grows in the nuts of the Hazel
Tree of Knowledge. I create my own future.
DRUIDESS: Cesara gives you a crystal ball…… (Music.)
Companions, we are now approaching Neptune itself in its spiritual form. Our ship rests before a low bluestone
dolmen, from which emerge rays of silver, turquoise blue and violet rays.
DRUID: This is the Well at the World’s End.
DRUIDESS: Hear of the Apparitions of a Lady to a child, Joanne of the Visions, at a holy well by a foothill of
Mount Leinster. The Lady told Joanne that She was Our Lady, Queen of the Golden Roses. On October 20th
1987, when Joanne Farrell was eight, she received this message when going up for milk for her grandmothers.
The Lady said: “Joanne, something bad will happen, and all might die – even the goodness might die.” The
Lady was beautiful, and wore a blue cloak, white dress, gold beads and had two roses at Her feet. On
September 20th 1988 she asked Joanne to go to the river. “Bring a candle. Get a stone for the last time. Every
time the water flows by it means your life is ticking away, just like a clock. Next time bring your Wellingtons
and walk the river, and see God’s wonders of the world.” (Music ends or fades)
DRUID: (To Candidate) The White Goddess Bride presides over this spiritual realm of Divine Reality. Bend
your head and pass through the dolmen. With the Eye of Truth face what you see there! We shall be with you!
(Candidate obeys and passes through visionary dolmen, and stands with closed eyes in vision.)

(CONTEMPLATION during which Music plays.)
DRUID: (To Candidate) What have you seen?
CANDIDATE: I see that without Truth, nothing exists. A lie is the only ‘nothing’. Love, Beauty, Happiness –
all must be honest, or they have no value. Love becomes betrayal, Beauty decays, and Happiness vanishes,
without Truth.
DRUIDESS: You have passed the third trial! Cesara gives you a stone, drawn from the stream which springs
from the Well at the World’s End. She tells us to return to our ship. We feel a down-pouring of White Light
coursing through us like a waterfall, and we have shining brows! Our ship rises into the sky. We look back and
we see a great triangle of White Light joining Aquarius, Neptune and our moon. And within this triangle is a
still centre, the closed eye of Brigid in deep contemplation. Our ship flies past the planets faster than the speed
of light … and we reach our moon. We slow down as we come to the Earth…. We see a small light which comes
from our temple … like a moon-beam our ship glides through our temples and rests upon the floor.
DRUID: Cesara tells us to dissolve her ship through dance. She tells us that the Eye of Truth is best gained
through the Eye of the Child within each of us. She blesses us, and vanishes.
DRUIDESS: O Beloved Dana, Mother of Brigid, White Goddess Bride, Manannan and Cesara of Atlantis, we
thank you for your revelation of the golden power of Love and the silver power of Truth, through the Eye of
Vision.
End of Play.
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